DOMESTIC DWELLING, HARRINGWORTH, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
SAINT GOBAIN PAM

Saint Gobain steel-based Cyclone rainwater drainage system was recently specified for the
extension of a listed cottage designed by owner and developer Mark Pollard.

The new build and development scheme, comprising of a 7,000 square feet double storey
building and a statement “hidden” roof terrace area was built to a high specification and
incorporates a wide variety of energy and water saving features together with additional
environmental products, including a ground heat source pump.
Mark Pollard specified SG PAM products, primarily due to Cyclone’s environmental qualities;
it is a sustainable building product and it has the lowest carbon footprint compared to many
other systems which made it an obvious choice for a rain water system when so many other
sustainable products had been used on the project.

Mark commented “I was looking for a rain water system that was the most eco-friendly on
the market, good value for money and very easy to install. Cyclone ticked all the boxes”.

Why “Cyclone” is often specified for listed and heritage housing projects
Cyclone outperforms plastic in every respect - offering minimal thermal movement and UV
stability, it will not fade, crack or blister due to the complex yet simple high build polyester
coating which is applied prior to manufacture. The system if installed correctly will not leak
and is highly resistant to corrosion and virtually maintenance free.

Comparable in price to a mid-range plastic system, Cyclone is also much less expensive
than aluminium and cast iron drainage.

Quick and easy to install, Cyclone is precision engineered by SG PAM to simply clip and
push together for a perfect watertight fit - and then forget it. On site labour time and costs are
lower than when installing plastic and other metallic systems on the market - no special skills
and tools are required.

Cyclone is manufactured from 30 percent recycled material and is itself completely
recyclable - so no need to worry about costly disposal problems or the likely impact on the
environment.

Available in four desirable colours, three sizes of gutter and three diameters of downpipe to
suit all domestic and commercial projects. The HBP coating is guaranteed for 15 years. The
system itself has a life expectancy in excess of 40 years.

Cyclone is supported by a range of comprehensive performance guarantees to give total
peace of mind for the designer and building owner.

www.cyclonesteelguttering.co.uk
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